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With the huge shift of the movie industry, specifically studios producing films outside of Hollywood and limiting their releases to either blockbusters or sequels, the more niche or genre specific indie movies are becoming more difficult to make through the traditional studio system. How does one become an indie producer in Hollywood today? Time is changing and in order to make it in Hollywood you have to be willing change with the times. It is not enough to make a good film and think that people will come see it. As a producer today, you have to be working three main areas, financing, content and marketing. Most producers get into the film industry because they either have a finance background and/or a huge passion for making movies. However with today's explosion of social media and digital channels, movie producers have to be just as concerned with the marketing of their films as they are with creating it. By focusing on the marketing and promotion of their film, this can also help to facilitate funding. By creating a clear plan that includes the finance and marketing, this shows they know how to promote their film, not just develop the film's content.
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